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DISTRICT: SONITPUR 

IN THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, TEZPUR, SONITPUR 

 

                                                             G.R. Case No. 1607/2011 

                                                        U/Ss. 326/34 IPC  

 

PROSECUTOR: STATE OF ASSAM 

VERSUS 

ACCUSED: MUSSTT. RUKIA KHATUN AND SIDDIQUE ALI 

 

 

PRESENT: JAYASHREE BORA, JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, TEZPUR, 

SONITPUR 

ADVOCATE FOR THE PROSECUTION: Sh. Ashok Sharma, APP 

ADVOCATE FOR THE ACCUSED: Md. Nazrul Islam, Smt. Nayanmoni Hazarika 

CHARGE FRAMED ON: 13/11/14 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 09/12/14 

ARGUMENT HEARD ON: 09/12/14 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 16/12/14 

 

JUDGMENT 

1. The factual matrix of the prosecution in this case as revealed from the ejahar is that on the 30
th
 

day of July 2011 at around 6 AM, accused Siddique Ali invited the victim Md. Abu Kalam to his 

house. Thereafter accused Siddique Ali along with his wife and co-accused Rukia Khatun 
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assaulted the victim with lathi and inflicted grievous injury in the abdomen of the victim by 

stabbing him with a dagger. As the prosecution story further unfurls, an ejahar was lodged in 

connection with the above incident by Fulesa Khatun against the accused at Dhekiajuli P.S. on 

30/07/11. 

2. On receipt of the FIR, the police registered Dhekiajuli P.S. case No. 307/11 under sections 

325/326/34 IPC and conducted investigation into the matter. On completion of investigation, the 

police laid charge sheet against the accused under sections 326/34 IPC.  

3. In due course, both the accused entered their appearance in response to the process issued. 

Copies of relevant documents were furnished to them in accordance with Sec. 207 CrPC. On 

perusal of the case record, the relevant documents u/s. 173 CrPC and on hearing both sides on the 

matter of consideration of charge, formal charge u/ss. 326/34 IPC was framed against the accused 

and the same was read over and explained to the accused to which each pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried.  

4. During trial, the prosecution examined two witnesses and closed its evidence. The statement of 

each accused was recorded u/s. 313 CrPC. Defence did not adduce any evidence.  

5. Upon hearing both the parties and perusal of the records, the points for determination have 

been formulated as follows- 

(i) Whether the accused namely Rukia Khatun and Siddique Ali, on the 30
th
 day of July 2011, in 

furtherance of their common intention, voluntarily caused grievous hurt to the victim Md. Abu 

Kalam by means of a dagger, which is an instrument for stabbing, and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s. 326 IPC read with Sec. 34 IPC? 

Discussion, Decision and Reasons for Decision  

6. I have gone through the evidence on record and I shall now discuss and decide the points 

formulated.  

7. The first informant testified as PW1. In her evidence in chief PW1 identified the accused 

standing in the dock stating that accused Siddique Ali is her brother in law and accused Rukia 

Khatun is his wife. She deposed that around three and half years ago, at around 4 AM, a quarrel 

had taken place between her husband and accused Siddique Ali over some matter related to land. 

After the incident she lodged an ejahar at the police station. 
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8. In her cross examination, PW1 stated that there was a verbal argument amongst her husband, 

her brother-in-law and his wife over some matter pertaining to land. The incident also involved 

some pushing and shoving in the course of which her husband fell down and sustained minor 

injuries on his person. No one assaulted him. She had lodged the case in a fit of anger. Later the 

matter was resolved between the parties through the mediation of the villagers. At present they 

are residing peacefully. She no longer wants to proceed with the case. She would have no 

objection if the accused are acquitted.  

9. In his evidence in chief PW2 stated that the informant is his wife. He identified the accused in 

the dock as his brother and sister-in-law. Around three and half years ago, he had a verbal 

altercation with the accused and there was also some pushing and shoving between them. That is 

why his wife had lodged a case against the accused. He sustained injury on his person by falling 

down in the course of the incident.   

10. In his cross examination PW2 stated that his wife had lodged the case against the accused due 

to misunderstanding. The accused too had lodged a case against them in connection with the same 

incident. Both the matters have been resolved through negotiation between the parties. He longer 

wants to proceed with the case. He would have no objection if the accused are acquitted.  

11. In their examination u/s. 313 CrPC, both the accused admitted all the incriminating facts 

appearing against them in the testimonies of PW1 and PW2. 

12. Scanning the evidence on record it is manifest that both the victim and the first informant who 

are the prime witnesses in the case, have derailed completely from the allegations set forth in the 

ejahar. Going by their account of the alleged incident of 30/07/11, it appears that the occurrence 

involved a verbal altercation between them and the accused in the course of which there was 

pushing and shoving from either side. Far from asserting that the victim had sustained grievous 

injury, the alleged victim has not made the feeblest of assertion that he had sustained any injury 

perpetrated by the accused. PW1 has even deposed that she had lodged the ejahar in a fit of anger 

giving rise to the inference that the contents of the ejahar are an exaggerated account of facts. 

Situated thus the irresistible conclusion is that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond 

reasonable doubt that the accused committed the offences punishable under sections 326/34 IPC.  
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ORDER 

In view of the discussion made above and the decisions reached in the foregoing points for 

determination, it is held that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the 

accused namely Rukia Khatun and Siddique Ali have committed the offences punishable under 

sections 326/34 IPC. As such the accused are acquitted of the charges under sections 326/34 IPC. 

The bail bonds of the accused and their surety shall remain in force for six months from today in 

compliance with Sec. 437-A, CrPC. 

Case is disposed of on contest.  

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 16th day of December 2014 at Tezpur.  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                            

                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                    Jayashree Bora 

                                                                                                           Judicial Magistrate First Class 

                                                                                                                                 Tezpur, Sonitpur 
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

NONE 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 

NONE 

PROSECUTION WITNESS: 

PW1- Fulesa Khatun 

PW2- Abu Kalam 

DEFENCE WITNESS: 

NONE 

 

                                                                                                                                         Jayashree Bora 

                                                                                                   Judicial Magistrate First Class 

             Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 

 

 


